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The subthalamic nucleus (STN) powerfully controls basal gan-
glia outputs and has been implicated in movement disorders
observed in Parkinson’s disease because of its pathological
mixed burst firing mode and hyperactivity. A recent study sug-
gested that reciprocally connected glutamatergic STN and
GABAergic globus pallidus (GP) neurons act in vitro as a gen-
erator of bursting activity in basal ganglia. In vivo, we reported
that GP neurons increased their firing rate in wakefulness (W)
compared with slow-wave sleep (SWS) without any change in
their random pattern. In contrast, STN neurons exhibited similar
firing rates in W and SWS, with an irregular pattern in W and a
bursty one in SWS. Thus, the pallidal GABAergic tone might
control the STN pattern. This hypothesis was tested by mim-
icking such variations with microiontophoresis of GABA recep-
tor ligands. GABA agonists specifically decreased the STN

firing rate but did not affect its firing pattern. GABAA (but not
GABAB) antagonists strongly enhanced the STN mean dis-
charge rate during all vigilance states up to three to five times
its basal activity. However, such applications did not change
the typical W random pattern. When applied during SWS,
GABAA antagonists strongly reinforced the spontaneous bursty
pattern into a particularly marked one with instantaneous fre-
quencies reaching 500–600 Hz. SWS–W transitions occurring
during ongoing antagonist iontophoresis invariably disrupted
the bursty pattern into a random one. Thus GABAA receptors
play a critical, but not exclusive, role in regulating the excitatory
STN influence on basal ganglia outputs.
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The subthalamic nucleus (STN) plays a critical role in the control
of movement by virtue of its glutamatergic projections to the basal
ganglia output nuclei, which in turn innervate the thalamus and
subcortical premotor areas (Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990).
Indeed, previous studies have demonstrated that a large propor-
tion of STN neurons discharge high-frequency bursts related to
movements (DeLong et al., 1985; Matsumura et al., 1992; Wich-
mann et al., 1994a; Cheruel et al., 1996). Furthermore, abnormal
activity of the STN has been shown to be implicated in the
parkinsonian motor symptoms (Bergman et al., 1990; DeLong,
1990; Wichmann et al., 1994b) and in the generation of involun-
tary hemiballistic movements (Hammond et al., 1979; Crossman
et al., 1980, 1984; Beurrier et al., 1997). Several lines of evidence
support an elevated discharge rate and a preponderant bursty
pattern of STN neurons in experimental models of Parkinson’s
disease (PD; Bergman et al., 1994, 1998; Benazzouz et al., 1996;
Hassani et al., 1996; Périer et al., 2000; Vila et al., 2000). More-

over, some STN cells exhibit a rhythmic activity strictly corre-
lated with tremor in limbs of parkinsonian patients, suggesting
that STN might be implicated in the PD tremor (Rodriguez et al.,
1998; Levy et al., 2000; Magariñoz-Ascone et al., 2000).

Although much progress has been made in understanding the
intrinsic properties of STN neurons, the fact that in vitro these
neurons fire spontaneously with a tonic discharge of single spikes
only (Nakanishi et al., 1987; Overton and Greenfield, 1995; Bevan
and Wilson, 1999; Bevan et al., 2002) (but see also Beurrier et al.,
1999), whereas in vivo they exhibit a more or less regular or bursty
pattern in anesthetized preparations (Hollerman and Grace,
1992; Ryan et al., 1992; Hassani et al., 1996; Kreiss et al., 1997;
Magill et al., 2000), suggests that STN afferents play a crucial role
in the modulation of its firing pattern.

Plenz and Kitai (1999), using a simplified culture system in
vitro, proposed that reciprocally connected glutamatergic STN
and GABAergic globus pallidus (GP) neurons form an oscillating
feedback system that might act as the central tremor generator in
PD. By contrast, in vivo we have shown recently that STN neu-
ronal activity could spontaneously shift from a more or less
regular discharge in wakefulness (W) to a bursty pattern in
slow-wave sleep (SWS) but without related changes in the GP
firing pattern (Urbain et al., 2000). Nevertheless, the GP mean
firing rate was lower in SWS than in W. Changes in the GP rate
might thus result in changes in the STN pattern, as suggested
previously by lesions thought to mimic increased or decreased
levels of the GABAergic GP tone on STN neurons (Ryan et al.,
1992). According to this hypothesis, we have tested, across the
sleep–wake cycle, whether it was possible to regularize bursty
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STN neurons by microiontophoresis of GABA agonists (to mimic
an increased W–GP tone), or inversely to induce bursts on more
or less regular neurons by GABA antagonists (to mimic a de-
creased SWS–GP tone).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fixation of the head-restraining system. Male Sprague Dawley rats (280–
320 gm; IFFA Credo, Arbresle, France) were anesthetized with chloral
hydrate (400 mg/kg, i.p., supplemented with 120 mg � kg �1 � hr �1, i.p., via
a perfusion pump) and positioned conventionally (i.e., with ear and nose
bars) in a stereotaxic apparatus (Unimécanique, Epinay-sur-Seine,
France). Body temperature was monitored and maintained at 37–38°C
with an electric heating pad. The skull was exposed and carefully cleaned
with citric acid (5%, w/v). Three stainless steel screws were implanted
over the parietal areas of the skull, and three steel flexible wires inserted
into the neck muscles for standard monitoring of the electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) and electromyogram (EMG), respectively. The bone was
then covered with a thin layer of acrylic cement (Superbond; Sun Medical
Co., Moriyama, Shiga, Japan), except the region overlying the STN and
the bregma suture (stereotaxic reference point). A U-shaped piece of
aluminum, fixed to a flexible carriage (GFG Co., Pierre-Bénite, Rhône,
France) fastened to the stereotaxic apparatus was positioned above the
STN. This U-shaped piece was then embedded in dental cement with the
EEG screws and EMG wires and their six-pin connector, leaving a well
inside the U-shaped piece that was closed with bone wax, as described
previously (Darracq et al., 1996; Gervasoni et al., 1998, 2000; Soulière et
al., 2000). This U-shaped piece later allowed painless head restraint of
the rat. The animal was then removed from the stereotaxic apparatus and
allowed to recover from surgery and anesthesia for 48 hr before the
habituation sessions began. The U-shaped piece (�5 gm) was well
tolerated by the rats, which were able to move, sleep, feed, and drink
normally in their home cage. All experiments were performed with the
approval of the Regional Animal Care Committee (Université Claude
Bernard-Lyon 1) and the French Ministry of Agriculture (legal authori-
zation number 03-505), in accordance with the appropriate European
Communities Council directive (86/609/EEC), and complied with rules
set forth in the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals (publication 80-23). All animals were housed in
standard conditions (21 � 1°C, food and water ad libitum), and all
experiments were performed during the light part of the cycle (12 hr
light /dark cycle).

Habituation of rats to the head-restraining frame. During 8–10 succes-
sive days, repetitive trials of increasing duration were performed to train
the rats to stay in the restraining frame. Their heads were painlessly
secured to the stereotaxic frame by screwing the U-shaped piece, ce-
mented to the rat’s head, with its associated carriage; their bodies were
lying comfortably in a hammock. At the end of the training period, they
could stay calm for periods of 5–6 hr during which quiet W, SWS, and
short-lasting paradoxical sleep (PS) episodes were typically observed,
attesting that the restraint was well tolerated, as described previously
(Gervasoni et al., 1998, 2000; Soulière et al., 2000; Urbain et al., 2000).

Single-unit and polygraphic recordings. After the 8–10 d of habituation
and before the first single-unit recording session, rats were anesthetized
with chloral hydrate (320 mg/kg, i.p., additional doses as needed, i.p.),
and a 4 mm trephine hole was drilled over the STN. The dura matter was
then removed, and the well was closed as described above. After 1 d of
recovery, daily recording sessions were typically performed over a max-
imum of 7–10 d, each session lasting �4–6 hr. The brain surface was
cleaned under local lidocaine anesthesia at the beginning of each daily
recording session.

Extracellular recordings of STN neurons were performed using single-
barrel glass micropipettes (external tip diameter, 2–3 �m) filled with 2%
pontamine sky blue in sodium acetate (0.5 M, pH 7.5). Electrode imped-
ances measured at 10 Hz ranged between 7 and 15 M�. Filtered (AC,
0.3–10 kHz) and unfiltered (DC) electrode signals were amplified (P16;
Grass Instruments) and fed to storage oscilloscopes (5110 and 5111;
Tektronix, Beverton, OR), a thermal arraycorder (WR7600; Graphtek,
Tokyo, Japan), and an audio monitor. Single-unit activity (signal-to-
noise ratio of at least 3:1) was isolated with an amplitude spike discrim-
inator (Centre d’Electronique et Microinformatique Institut National de
la Santé et de la Recherche Medicale, Lyon, France) and collected on a
personal computer via a Cambridge Electronic Design (Cambridge, UK)
interface using the Spike 2 software, in parallel with analog-to-digital
samplings of amplified (P55; Grass Instruments) polygraphic signals (EEG

and EMG; sample rate, 100 or 200 Hz). STN neurons were identified
on-line by their stereotaxic location relative to bregma (Paxinos and
Watson, 1996), i.e., anteroposterior, �3.6 to �4.3 mm; lateral, 2.0–3.0 mm;
and ventral, 7.5–8.3 mm, as well as by their previously described extracel-
lular biphasic spike waveform and their spontaneous activity dependent on
the vigilance states. We have shown previously that STN neurons typically
shift from a random discharge in W to a rhythmic bursty pattern in SWS
without any change in their mean firing rate. In contrast, PS episodes were
characterized by marked increases in the STN firing rate (Urbain et al.,
2000).

Micropharmacology. To combine STN single-unit recordings with mi-
croiontophoresis, a seven-barrel micropipette (12–15 �m tip diameter)
was glued alongside a recording electrode, as described previously
(Akaoka et al., 1992). Four different barrels were filled with one of the
following solutions: GABA (400 mM, pH 4), bicuculline methiodide
(GABAA receptor antagonist, 25 mM, pH 4), gabazine (GABAA antag-
onist, 5 mM, pH 4), baclofen (GABAB agonist, 50 mM, pH 4), and
phaclofen (GABAB antagonist, 50 mM, pH 4). All drugs were purchased
from Sigma (L’Isle d’Abeau Chesnes, France), except gabazine (SR-
95531; a gift from Sanofi Research, Montpellier, France), and were
dissolved in distilled water. The remaining barrels, filled with 145 mM
NaCl, were used for automatic current balancing and current tests
(Stone, 1985). To prevent drug diffusion, retaining currents (5–10 nA)
were applied between periods of ejection. Analog signals proportional to
the magnitudes of iontophoretic currents were collected on the computer
via the Cambridge Electronic Design interface, in parallel to the single-
unit and polygraphic recordings samplings.

Iontophoretic studies were typically conducted as follows. When a
presumed STN unit was found, computer data collection was started, and
a period of �5 min of spontaneous discharge was sampled before any
drug application. When they had to be tested against their respective
antagonists, short-duration iontophoretic pulses of GABA agonists were
applied in a cyclic manner to induce regular and reproducible STN
responses. Ejecting currents were chosen in such a way to induce a clear
decrease in firing rate. Besides, prolonged low current GABA applica-
tions were invariably associated with a trend toward the total inhibition,
leading to a nonstationary firing that avoided any correct quantitative
analysis with the Poisson surprise method. Prolonged applications of
GABA receptor antagonists led typically to a stable plateau of neuronal
discharge allowing further quantitative pattern analyses. Iontophoretic
currents were adapted to each individual cell, and high currents were
generally avoided to limit the diffusional effect of the drug and to allow
the recovery to the baseline activity. However, in several neurons, an-
tagonist currents were progressively increased (up to 500 nA) to examine
STN responses to higher amounts of drugs.

Histolog ical verification of recording sites. On the fourth, third, and
second days preceding the last recording session, iontophoretic deposits
of pontamine sky blue (50% duty, 20 sec cycle for 30 min, �30 �A) were
made 1500, 1000, and 500 �m, respectively, above the STN to avoid
possible electrolytic lesions of STN area for further recordings. On the
last day of the experiment, the electrode was left in place at the final
recording site, and a classical deposit of pontamine sky blue was per-
formed (�20 �A for 10 min). Then the animal was given a lethal dose of
pentobarbital, and its brain was removed and immediately frozen in cold
isopentane (�20°C). Subsequent histological location of the four marked
sites and electrode track reconstruction were made on 25-�m-thick cresyl
violet-stained frontal sections.

Data analysis. The three classical vigilance states described in the rat
were discriminated on the basis of the cortical EEG and neck EMG. W
was identified by a low-amplitude and desynchronized EEG with sus-
tained EMG activity. SWS was clearly distinguished by high-voltage delta
waves (0.5–5 Hz) and spindles associated with weak EMG activity, the
animal being immobile and its eyes closed. PS was characterized by a
desynchronized EEG with a pronounced theta rhythm (5.5–8.5 Hz) and
a complete loss of nuchal muscle tone. Basal and drug-induced firing
rates and patterns were compared for periods matching for the same
vigilance state using polygraphic criteria and EEG spectral analysis.
Power spectra of the corresponding EEGs were calculated using the fast
Fourier transform of the Spike 2 software.

Discharge rates of STN neurons were analyzed off-line for each
vigilance state by the Spike 2 analysis software. Basal discharge rates of
individual cells were typically determined for at least three separate 10
sec epochs in a given vigilance state out of any drug ejection or recovery
period. Drug-induced effects were computed during plateau periods
induced by iontophoretic pulses. The latency of a drug-induced effect was
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defined as the interval between the onset of iontophoretic application of
a drug and a firing rate deviation of at least 25% from baseline activity.
Likewise, the recovery was the interval between the offset of the ionto-
phoretic ejection and a stationary firing within 25% of the baseline.

For a given vigilance state, comparisons of basal and drug-induced
firing rates of the same cells were performed using Student’s t tests for
paired data. Comparisons of absolute firing rates computed in each
vigilance state were performed using ANOVA with the vigilance state as
a factor. Percent variations of drug-induced firing rates relative to base-
line activity were compared with the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed
ranks test for paired data, i.e., neurons recorded during at least two
vigilance states, or with the nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test for non-
paired data, e.g., comparisons between three vigilance states.

Discharge pattern of STN neurons, in correspondence with vigilance
states, iontophoretic drug applications, or both, were analyzed off-line
with a burst detection method that uses the Poisson surprise concept
(Legendy and Salcman, 1985). Although the term “burst” is widely used,
there has been no strict definition given: bursts are commonly viewed as
a period in a spike train that has a much higher discharge rate than
surrounding periods in the spike train (Kaneoke and Vitek, 1996), and no
general method of detection has been developed. Given the marked
disparity between SWS spontaneous bursts (more or less discernible
individually) and particularly clear-cut bursts under GABAA antagonists
application, the surprise method appeared well adapted to our data.
However some changes in the “surprise script” for the Cambridge
Electronic Design Spike 2 software were required to detect with reason-
able performance both types of bursts with the same algorithm to make
appropriate statistical comparisons between treatments. We added to the
original script a moving 10 sec windowing of raw data and settled the
burst termination when 6 consecutive spikes failed to improve the calcu-
lated surprise or as soon as an interval twice the mean interspike interval
was encountered (Legendy and Salcman, 1985). This greatly improved
burst detection in our STN recordings. Figure 1 illustrates the overall
satisfactory performance of this home-modified version of the original
algorithm, both for spontaneous and drug-induced bursts. This algorithm
provided, over a given period and for each neuron analyzed, the number
of bursts, the mean number of spikes per burst, the mean burst duration,
the mean interval between the beginnings of each burst (i.e., the peri-
odicity of bursts, in seconds), and the mean frequency within bursts.

For all statistical analyses of firing rates and discharge patterns,
the significance level was set at p � 0.05. All data are expressed as
mean � SEM.

RESULTS
One hundred seven neurons showing discharge properties char-
acteristic of STN neurons were recorded during different vigi-
lance states in 14 rats. In this database, 97 were recorded both in
SWS and W, 32 through an SWS to PS or a PS to SWS transition,
and 30 during a PS to W transition. These cells were identified as
presumed STN neurons on the basis of the short (�1 msec
duration) and biphasic waveform of their extracellular spikes as
well as the particular spontaneous activity across the sleep–wake
cycle that we described recently (Urbain et al., 2000); they shifted
invariably from a random discharge in W to a rhythmic bursty
pattern in SWS without any significant change in their mean firing
rate (W, 14.7 � 0.9 spikes/sec; n � 100; vs SWS, 16.9 � 1.0
spikes/sec; n � 102). In addition, 33 of these neurons were also
recorded during a PS episode, during which they doubled their
mean firing rate (35.5 � 2.7 spikes/sec) relative to SWS and W
( p � 0.001; ANOVA). The location in the STN of all these
neurons was supported by subsequent histological verifications.

Given the fact that, on this anesthetic-free preparation, animals
exhibited spontaneous alternating of the three vigilance states
without forewarning the experimenter, and whatever the ionto-
phoretic protocol used, it was not always possible to sample both
the baseline and the drug-induced firing of a neuron during the
same vigilance state. Consequently, only paired data obtained
during a given vigilance state on a given cell, both in control
conditions and during drug applications, have been considered
below for appropriate statistical analyses.

Response of STN neurons to GABA agonists
Iontophoretic applications of GABA were performed on 34 STN
neurons during W, SWS, or PS. As illustrated in Figure 2, ejec-
tions of GABA (68 � 7 nA for 8 � 1 s) led to a fast (typically 1–3
s range) and marked dose-dependent decrease of the STN firing
rate whatever the vigilance state (W, �68.2 � 4.5%; p � 0.001;
n � 20; SWS, �75.5 � 3.1%; p � 0.001; n � 28; PS, �66.8 �
11.8%; p � 0.01; n � 8). Recovery to baseline activity took only a
few seconds. This depression of the firing rate under GABA was
not statistically different among the three vigilance states ( p �
0.48; ANOVA). In all tested cells, these GABA-induced inhibi-
tions were antagonized by co-iontophoresis of the GABAA antag-
onists bicuculline (61 � 9 nA; n � 10) (Fig. 2A) and gabazine
(107 � 25 nA; n � 3) (Fig. 2B). Occasionally, we observed
transient increases in the firing rate during W, which were time-
locked with brisk movements of the animal despite the potent
iontophoretic GABA-induced inhibitions on which they were
superimposed.

To examine the effect of GABA on the STN firing pattern, we
also used moderate and prolonged GABA applications that in-
duced only slight inhibitions (to be sure that GABA was going out
of the pipette), although trends toward total inhibitions were
obtained with sufficient amounts of GABA. As illustrated in
Figure 3, STN neurons, that exhibited a bursty pattern in SWS,
kept this bursty pattern during clear GABA-induced inhibitions.
Likewise, if applied in W, when STN neurons showed a random
discharge, GABA did not alter this pattern. Furthermore, a
rebound burst-like pattern was never observed after the end of
GABA applications.

Effects of iontophoretic applications of the specific GABAB

receptor agonist baclofen were examined on 28 neurons. Baclofen
(113 � 6 nA for 10 � 1 s) typically induced a progressive and
long-lasting decrease of the STN firing rate (Fig. 4; W, �61.5 �
6.6%; p � 0,001; n � 19; SWS, �63.5 � 5.2%; p � 0.001; n � 18;

Figure 1. Burst detection method applied on a typical STN neuron
recording during SWS, in the control condition (A) and under a micro-
iontophoretic application of a GABAA antagonist (bicuculline; B). This
automatic detection was performed by a home-modified version of the
surprise script provided by Cambridge Electronic Design in the Spike 2
software library (see Materials and Methods). Detected bursts from the
corresponding single-unit activity are illustrated by square pulses on the
top. As illustrated, such detection was reasonably satisfactory when ap-
plied both on a more or less bursty period recorded in spontaneous SWS
(A) and on a particularly identified bursty one during SWS under bicu-
culline (B), without any downgrading of its overall performance.
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PS, �21.5 � 18.8%; p � 0.27; n � 5). This response started a few
seconds after the beginning of baclofen applications (7 � 1 s; n �
28). However, in contrast with GABA-induced inhibition, it de-
veloped slowly, and the recovery time was relatively longer (36 �
10 sec; n � 23). In addition, only a few total inhibitions were
obtained (5 of 23). As observed with GABA, the firing pattern of
STN neurons across the sleep–wake cycle was not qualitatively
altered by baclofen applications; i.e., STN neurons exhibited a
bursty pattern in SWS and a more or less regular one in W. In all
tested neurons (n � 16), co-iontophoresis of the GABAB antag-
onist phaclofen antagonized the baclofen-induced inhibitions
(Fig. 4) but not the GABAA-induced ones.

Response of STN neurons to GABA antagonists
Whatever the vigilance state, iontophoretic applications of the
GABAA antagonists bicuculline (61 � 9 nA for 125 � 43 sec; n �
36) on gabazine (107 � 25 nA for 114 � 47 sec; n � 9) induced
a progressive and sustained increase of the firing rate of all
neurons recorded in the STN. The latency of this effect was �9
sec, and firing rate was almost doubled across the first minute of
bicuculline or gabazine ejection (Fig. 5A). If application was

stopped, the recovery to baseline took typically several tens of
seconds; otherwise, the neuronal mean firing rate increased pro-
gressively to a plateau whose level depended on the recorded cell
and the current applied.

In addition, we evaluated maximal firing abilities of STN neu-
rons. On five STN neurons, particularly high currents (up to 500
nA and 100 sec) of bicuculline were progressively applied to
follow the STN neuron response to the highest doses. Although
the mean firing rate of three of these five cells was slightly
increased by such high currents, the mean firing rate of the two
other cells was not further enhanced. Likewise, the firing pattern
as well as the modifications of the discharge rate related to

Figure 2. Typical inhibitions of STN neurons induced by iontophoretic
applications of GABA along the spontaneous alternance of SWS and W
and their blockade by the co-iontophoretic ejection of the GABAA an-
tagonists bicuculline (A) and gabazine (B). In each panel, below the
polygraphic recordings (EMG and EEG), the horizontal black lines indi-
cate ejection pulses for each compound with corresponding iontophoretic
currents. The bottom part relates to the corresponding single-unit activity.

Figure 3. I llustration of the inability of iontophoretic GABA applica-
tions to clearly alter the spontaneous occurrence of a bursty pattern in
STN neurons during a SWS episode. A, Below the EMG and EEG raw
traces, the firing pattern of an STN neuron is summarized on a large time
scale by plotting the mean instantaneous frequency (in hertz, mean of the
inverse of intervals between events, computed at each event over a 0.5 sec
period) versus time. Large variations of this index are indeed more
indicative of marked nonstationary conditions (e.g., during bursting ac-
tivity) than the classical discharge rate histogram (event counts over 2 sec
periods, expressed in spikes per second) displayed immediately below.
Although this GABA application induces a progressive decrease in the
mean firing rate up to 50%, it is ineffective to dampen the variability in
instantaneous frequencies. Note also that some transient increases in
instantaneous frequencies were rather attributable to spontaneous mi-
croawakenings (see EMG trace). B, Single-unit activity on an expanded
time scale; the length of the recording corresponds to the width of the
boxed area in A. Note the persisting bursty pattern of this STN neuron as
its mean firing rate starts to decrease.
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vigilance states were not further affected by high doses of bicu-
culline compared with the lower ones; i.e., STN neurons shifted
typically from a bursty pattern in SWS to a more regular one in
W (see below). Moreover, no sign of depolarization blockade was
observed at the highest currents tested. Because increases of the
firing rate induced by high currents of bicuculline were similar to
those induced by lower ones, all data were pooled for this partic-
ular evaluation. Overall, STN activity was significantly enhanced
by bicuculline application up to three to five times its basal
activity, and maximal STN mean firing rates (computed as the
highest mean firing rate in 20 sec periods) were quite similar
between the three vigilance states ( p � 0.45; ANOVA; W, 92.2 �
12.5 spikes/sec; range, 31.8–184.3; SWS, 103.0 � 10.6 spikes/sec;
range, 26.8–184.1; PS, 124.1 � 20.1 spikes/sec; range, 59.0–177.8).

Furthermore, dramatic alterations of the firing pattern were
related to changes in the firing rate. When GABAA antagonist
applications began during SWS episodes, a particularly robust
bursty pattern developed in the majority of STN cells (Fig. 5B).
Salient bursts started to occur several tens of seconds after the
beginning of bicuculline (28 � 4 sec; n � 18) or gabazine (25 �
6 sec; n � 5) applications. Burst analysis of the corresponding
subsets of SWS-paired data for bicuculline and gabazine is sum-
marized in Table 1. In contrast, when antagonist applications
began during W episodes, such strong bursts only rarely occurred,
but as soon as the rat fell asleep, they typically started to develop.

During SWS, bicuculline or gabazine increased the frequency

of occurrence of bursts and their duration, as well as the number
of spikes per bursts (Table 1). Such bursts were markedly different
from the spontaneous ones observed during SWS. This derived
mainly from the sustained high frequencies of spikes noticeable
within each burst (Fig. 6), thus delineating clearly isolated bursts.
With both antagonists, almost all bursts started with few consec-
utive spikes speeding up to reach a brief episode of instantaneous
frequencies typically as high as 500–600 Hz, followed by a long
series of spikes slowing down toward the end of each burst (Fig.
7). Such high mean or instantaneous frequencies within bursts
were only rarely observed within control bursts appearing spon-
taneously during SWS episodes (Table 1, Fig. 6), which were also
never so sustained for a long time.

This property of GABAA antagonists to induce such a robust
bursty pattern almost exclusively during SWS was largely con-
firmed on STN neurons recorded during both an ongoing antag-
onist application and a spontaneous SWS–W transition (n � 17)
or an SWS–PS one (n � 5). Strikingly, these marked SWS bursts
typically disappeared when rats woke up (Fig. 5) or were strongly
modified during PS episodes (Fig. 8). As illustrated in Figure 5B,
although bicuculline was still applied with the same iontophoretic
parameters, the awakenings of the rat were typically associated
with an immediate regularization of the bursty pattern. In addi-
tion, this shift in the STN discharge was associated with a signif-
icant decrease of the enhanced mean firing rate under bicuculline
(from �277.0 � 51.2% in SWS to �161.0 � 49.7% in W; Wil-
coxon test between SWS and W, p � 0.05). The same was
observed for gabazine (Fig. 5C). In contrast, when spontaneous
SWS–PS transitions occurred under bicuculline, the STN neuron
firing rate was nonsignificantly affected (SWS, 113.2 � 18.5
spikes/sec; vs PS, 134.8 � 14.4 spikes/sec). Actually, strong PS
bursts, similar to those observed in SWS, were still recorded
during bicuculline or gabazine applications, but whereas they
were isolated bursts occurring on a silent background in SWS
(Fig. 8, SWS), numerous single spikes randomly appeared be-
tween more or less clear bursts in PS (Fig. 8, PS).

In contrast to the GABAA receptor antagonists, the specific
GABAB receptor antagonist phaclofen did not have marked or
consistent effects on the STN discharge activity. Iontophoretic
applications of phaclofen (185 � 7 nA for 157 � 55 sec) during W
and SWS were performed on 10 STN neurons. Neither the STN
mean firing pattern nor the firing rate was significantly altered by
phaclofen applications during W or SWS (W, �13.9 � 17.2%; n �
7; SWS, �5.3 � 12.0%; n � 9).

DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, the present work is the first to describe the
effects of iontophoretic applications of GABA agonists and an-
tagonists on STN neurons in the rat free of any interference with
anesthetic or immobilizing drugs. In agreement with studies that
have described GABAA and GABAB receptors in the STN
(Zhang et al., 1991; Wisden et al., 1992; Charara et al., 2000;
Schwarzer et al., 2001), iontophoretic applications of GABA or
the GABAB agonist baclofen decreased the STN firing rate,
effects blocked by the selective antagonists bicuculline (or gaba-
zine) and phaclofen, respectively. Bicuculline or gabazine alone
altered STN activity whatever the vigilance state, contrary to the
GABAB receptor antagonist phaclofen, which had no effect. This
suggests that STN cells are under a tonic GABAergic tone across
the entire sleep–wake cycle, predominantly mediated via
GABAA receptors. We found also that applications of GABAA

antagonists promoted a robust bursty pattern selectively during

Figure 4. Example of baclofen-induced inhibitions and their blockade by
co-iontophoresis of the GABAB antagonist phaclofen. This STN neuron
was recorded during an SWS period interrupted by short periods of W
(microarousals indicated by stars). In each panel, below the polygraphic
recordings (EMG, EEG), the horizontal black lines indicate ejection pulses
for each compound with corresponding iontophoretic currents. The bot-
tom part relates to the rate histogram (spike counts with a 2 sec bin width)
and the corresponding single-unit activity of this STN neuron.
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SWS, pointing out the critical but not exclusive role of GABA in
STN firing pattern regulation.

The STN receives mainly GABAergic afferents from the GP
(Albin et al., 1989; DeLong, 1990). The GP projection is massive
(Van der Kooy and Kolb, 1985; Moriizumi and Hattori, 1992),
distributed to the whole extent of the STN (Kitai and Kita, 1987;

Canteras et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1990), and there is evidence
that GP cells may inhibit STN neurons (Rouzaire-Dubois et al.,
1980; Kita et al., 1983; Smith et al., 1990). It is known that most
GP neurons are GABAergic (Smith et al., 1990; Kita, 1994; Bell
et al., 1995). Moreover, the synaptic organization of the GP
terminals in STN suggests that the GP exerts a powerful

Figure 5. Switch in the firing pattern of STN neurons during SWS-W transitions under iontophoretic applications of GABAA antagonists. A, Mean
instantaneous frequency (in hertz, computed at each event in 0.5 sec) versus time of an STN neuron before, during, and after the iontophoretic ejection
of bicuculline (black horizontal bar) together with the corresponding polygraphic recordings (EMG, EEG, top). Note the progressive increase in frequency
leading to a well established SWS bursty pattern �30 sec after the onset of bicuculline application. Note also its dramatic decrease associated with the
spontaneous appearance of a short W episode, as well as the progressive reappearance of a bursty pattern during the consecutive transient drowsiness
period, which fully comes back during reinstallation of typical SWS. The total recovery to baseline activity in SWS took �3 min after the offset of
bicuculline application. B, Raw traces of polygraphic recordings and single-unit activity during the SWS–W transition of the STN neuron shown in A
but with an expanded time scale corresponding to the shaded area in A. Superimposed deflections on the EMG trace correspond to the electrocardiogram
of this animal, which can sometimes be recorded during particularly low muscular tone SWS episodes. The frequency spectra (relative power in the 0–15
Hz band, computed over 10 sec before and after the change in vigilance state indicated by a star) of the corresponding EEGs are shown on the right. They
typically illustrate the high-voltage slow waves in the delta range (0.5–5 Hz) observed in SWS and the low-amplitude and desynchronized EEG in W.
On the single-unit trace, spikes were unfortunately truncated in their negative part because of the settings of the Graphtek thermal printer. Note in
particular that bicuculline-induced marked bursts in SWS suddenly vanished when the rat spontaneously woke up. Note also the increased discharge
activity associated with brisk movements in quiet W (see EMG trace). C, Same representation as in B of another STN neuron during an SWS–W
transition occurring during the ongoing iontophoresis of another GABAA antagonist, gabazine.
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GABAergic control over the STN (Van der Kooy et al., 1981;
Smith et al., 1990; Bevan et al., 1997).

Consequently, and as expected, we found that local GABAer-
gic agonists were potent inhibitors of STN neurons and that
GABAA antagonists easily induced their disinhibition, as de-
scribed previously in the anesthetized rat (Rouzaire-Dubois et
al., 1980; Féger et al., 1991). At first glance, the GABAA

antagonist-induced bursty pattern that we selectively observed in

SWS does agree with our previous data (Urbain et al., 2000),
according to which STN spontaneous bursts developing when the
rat fell asleep were associated with a reduction in the GABAergic
GP tone. It also agrees with the STN rebound burst firing ob-
served in vitro after removal of hyperpolarization (Nakanishi et
al., 1987; Overton and Greenfield, 1995; Beurrier et al., 1999;
Bevan et al., 2000), although we never observed such a phenom-
enon after the offset of GABA applications. The lack of effect of
GABA to affect the STN random pattern in W may seem at
variance with the tonic–bursting switch in discharge induced by
hyperpolarization in vitro (Beurrier et al., 1999), but we cannot
exclude a preponderant membrane shunting effect by ionto-
phoretic GABAA receptor activation (Baufreton et al., 2001).

One of the most striking results of the present study is that
GABAA antagonists selectively reinforced the spontaneous SWS
bursty pattern, leading to well delineated long bursts with intra-
burst instantaneous frequencies as high as 500–600 Hz, only rarely
observed in baseline conditions. Such bursts are likely related to
GABAA receptor blockade, because they were evoked by both the
GABAA antagonists bicuculline and gabazine (SR-95531;
Heaulme et al., 1986; Michaud et al., 1986; Mienville and Vicini,
1987; Hamann et al., 1988; Yu and Ho, 1990; Rognan et al., 1992;
Mestdagh and Wulfert, 1999). The additional bicuculline-induced
blockade of calcium-activated potassium currents (Johnson and
Seutin, 1997; Seutin et al., 1997; Debarbieux et al., 1998; Khawaled
et al., 1999; Mestdagh and Wulfert, 1999) or inhibition of acetyl-
cholinesterase activity (Svenneby and Roberts, 1973; Miller and
McLennan, 1974) might explain the somewhat longer burst dura-
tion evoked by this compound compared with gabazine (Table 1).

It must also be emphasized that this typical SWS bursty pattern
emerged several tens of seconds after the onset of antagonist
applications. This delay might be linked to the requirement of the
blockade of postsynaptic GABAA receptors localized on distal
dendrites. However, we cannot exclude the involvement of other
complex interactions between particular STN intrinsic membrane
properties (Beurrier et al., 1999; Bevan et al., 2000) and presyn-
aptic mechanisms through various inputs distributed along the
STN dendritic field, involving, for example, glutamatergic affer-
ents that make synaptic contacts preferentially on distal den-
drites (Bevan et al., 1995). More surprisingly, although
GABAA receptors were still blocked by ongoing GABAA an-
tagonist applications, STN neurons suddenly switched, as soon
as rats woke up, from a robust high-frequency bursting pattern
to a regular one. The intrinsic GABAergic tone appears then

Table 1. Quantitative parameters of the SWS burst-firing mode

A B

Control Bicuculline Control Gabazine

Number of spikes/burst 11.8 � 0.7 102.0 � 13.0* 12.3 � 1.0 43.1 � 4.2**
Bursts duration (msec) 143.3 � 8.7 309.9 � 31.6* 130.2 � 25.0 169.0 � 6.1
Interval between burst onsets (sec) 1.6 � 0.2 1.2 � 0.1*** 1.3 � 0.2 1.0 � 0.2
Mean frequency within bursts (spikes/sec) 105.8 � 6.5 295.4 � 15.1* 128.5 � 16.0 244.8 � 28.4**

Shown are parameters (mean � SEM) of bicuculline-induced bursts compared with those of spontaneous bursts recorded on the same STN neurons during SWS (n � 17)
(A) and parameters of gabazine-induced bursts compared with those of spontaneous bursts recorded on the same STN neurons during SWS (n � 6) (B). To ponder the variable
numbers of bursts observed on each neuron, because of different recording durations between different neurons, mean values were first computed for each neuron and then
averaged over all neurons in each condition. Frequency of bursts occurrence relates to the inverse of the mean interval between bursts onsets. Control and drug values were
compared with the Student’s t test for paired data.
*p � 0.001.
**p � 0.01.
***p � 0.05.

Figure 6. Histograms of the mean frequencies within all bursts of 2
groups of STN neurons (n � 17, top; n � 6, bottom) recorded both in
control SWS (lef t column; 526 and 369 bursts, respectively) and during
iontophoresis of the GABAA antagonists in SWS (right column; bicucul-
line, SWS � BIC, 1767 bursts; gabazine, SWS � GBZ, 1359 bursts). Note
that, for both groups, mean frequencies within bursts were distributed at
�100 Hz in typical SWS, whereas they were significantly increased during
the same vigilance state to �300 Hz by both GABAA antagonists. Note
also the shoulder on the right of the SWS � BIC histogram reflecting the
somewhat higher frequencies within bicuculline-induced bursts compared
with the gabazine-induced ones.
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to be overridden by another phenomenon that regularizes STN
discharge in wakefulness.

In addition, clear disinhibitions or changes of firing pattern
were not induced by GABAB antagonist iontophoresis. This
might be attributable to the recent description, in STN, of
GABAB receptors not only on postsynaptic targets but also on
glutamatergic and GABAergic terminals. It must be underlined
that most of these anatomical studies have been performed on
monkeys, with only two studies in abstract form on the rat (Booth
et al., 2000; Ng and Yung, 2001). The lack of effects of GABAB

antagonist applications might come from the result of a presyn-
aptic blockade of GABAB-induced inhibition of glutamate but
also GABA release, as suggested by Shen and Johnson (2001).

In summary, it appears that, if the blockade of GABAA recep-
tors within STN favors the emergence of a particularly robust
bursty pattern, it is, however, not sufficient. These data also rule
out that the regularization of STN spontaneous activity in W
might result solely from the related increase in the GP firing rate,
as we have suggested recently (Urbain et al., 2000). Therefore,
the switch of STN neurons between a tonic regular and bursty
pattern likely involves other afferents than those of the simplified
GP–STN network proposed in vitro by Plenz and Kitai (1999),
and mechanisms other than the strong inhibitory input from the
GP are likely able to shape the activity of STN cells (Mink and
Thach, 1993; Albin et al., 1995; Hassani et al., 1996; Kreiss et al.,
1996, 1997; Nakao et al., 1998; Magill et al., 2000).

Actually, during SWS, thalamic and cortical cells oscillate in a
low-frequency range (Steriade, 1993; Steriade et al., 1993; Con-
treras and Steriade, 1997a,b; McCormick and Bal, 1997). Because
projections from the cortex and parafascicular nucleus of the
thalamus to STN cells are well documented (Kitai and Deniau,
1981; Afsharpour, 1985; Kitai and Kita, 1987; Fujimoto and Kita,
1993; Mouroux and Féger, 1993; Féger et al., 1994; Bevan et al.,
1995; Mouroux et al., 1995, 1997), and because STN neurons are
extremely sensitive to small changes in their excitatory inputs
(Kitai and Kita, 1987; Bevan and Wilson, 1999), such afferents are
therefore in a position to efficiently shape the STN activity
(Magill et al., 2000, 2001). Other mechanisms and afferents are

also potentially in a position to modulate the STN neuronal
activity, in particular, those linked to mesopontine and raphe
nuclei inputs, both involved in sleep–wake mechanisms (Ham-
mond et al., 1983; Canteras et al., 1990; Bevan and Bolam, 1995).

Reduction of tonic pallidal inhibition, as it may result from a
dopamine depletion in PD (DeLong, 1990), should have a pro-
found effect by disinhibiting the STN. Indeed, a rhythmic bursting
activity of STN neurons, phase-related to a resting tremor, has
been evidenced in idiopathic and animal models of PD (Bergman
et al., 1994, 1998; Wichmann et al., 1994b; Rodriguez et al., 1998;
Levy et al., 2000; Magariñoz-Ascone et al., 2000). We found that
STN disinhibition by local GABAA antagonists resulted in the
emergence of robust burst discharges, as observed previously in the
anesthetized rat (Féger et al., 1991). Moreover, GP lesions have
been shown to increase the degree of coordination of STN neuron
activity and to enhance the neuronal response to motor cortex
stimulation (Ryan and Clark, 1992; Ryan et al., 1992), and this may
be related to our observation that, in SWS and during GABAA

antagonist applications, we could sometimes hear surrounding
STN neurons firing in synchronized bursts. These data suggest that
GABA afferents might act as a gating mechanism for the STN
firing pattern, and blockade of such afferents could decrease the
selectivity of cortical control of the STN but increase STN respon-
siveness, thus leading to inappropriate motor behavior.

Clinical observations showed that most PD symptoms are al-
leviated by STN high-frequency stimulation (Benazzouz et al.,
1993; Benabid et al., 1994; Limousin et al., 1995a,b). Nowadays,
the preponderant hypothesis is that such stimulation might act
through the depolarization blockade of STN cell bodies (Burbaud
et al., 1994; Benazzouz et al., 1995, 2000). However, as observed
previously in vitro (Nakanishi et al., 1987; Bevan and Wilson,
1999; Wigmore and Lacey, 2000), we found that disinhibited STN
neurons were able to fire in vivo at very high frequencies, up to
175–185 spikes/sec for mean frequencies and up to 600 spikes/sec
for instantaneous frequencies. In addition, as reported previously
in the awake primate (Wichmann et al., 1994b), we never ob-
served depolarization blockade of STN neurons even under the
highest amounts of bicuculline tested, in contrast with anesthe-

Figure 7. Representation of the instantaneous frequencies computed for each consecutive interval making up typical bursts of STN neurons. Bursts were
automatically detected by the Poisson surprise method during SWS episodes in a control condition (SWS) and under iontophoretic application of
bicuculline (SWS � BIC) or gabazine (SWS � GBZ). Plot resolution does not permit discrimination of particularly timely close spikes.
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tized rats (Féger et al., 1991). Taken together, our findings on a
nonanesthetized preparation suggest that STN cell bodies (but
also axons; Nowak and Bullier, 1998a,b) may easily follow fre-
quencies considerably �130 Hz (clinical effective frequency).
Although today there is no evidence that such high firing rates
can be maintained for a particularly long time and whether it is
possible to faithfully transmit increases in glutamatergic firing to
postsynaptic targets for an extended period, these data neverthe-
less challenge somewhat the “depolarization block” hypothesis.
These results might support alternative mechanisms for deep

brain stimulation in PD (Ashby et al., 1999, 2001; Windels et al.,
2000), in particular the regularization of firing pattern of STN
targets, as suggested recently (Hashimoto et al., 2001).
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